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A million different things have occurred since Newsletter 2.
The holidays have passed and with that comes many many
many celebrations.
Traditionally, as I have been told by friends, colleagues and
family December is when the celebrations occur. Before the
consumerist holiday of Christmas developed, December was
the time after the rainy season, after the harvest season,
after they had burned all the crops (and now also the
garbage) and before you had to start the whole process over
again. So with all that pent up party energy comes a few
weeks of dancing until 4/5 am, eating lots, and family and
friends reuniting. The key celebrations that I got to participate
in this year were: a baby naming ceremony/baptism,
Christmas, village celebrations, New years in Linguere.

PHOTOS:
A herd of camels in Linguere
Newborn Hannah Tening Faye avec mois

My host mother just had a baby December 11th, the
baby was a girl and they named her Hannah Tening
Faye! So the baby was named after me, here that is
rather common and you usually choose a relative or
friend to name your child after. A week after the baby
is born the name is given it is usually a rather large
celebration full of traditions. Friends and family come
from all over to celebrate the new baby! The baby’s
head is shaved with different razor blades (3 for girls, 4
for boys) with remaining strips of hair (3 for girls, 4 for
boys). I asked why, but was told it is just tradition.
Blessings are given to the family and the reasons for
the name are repeated several times in different ways,
and as always you eat the celebration rice and beef,
drink juice and the women dance.
Christmas was rather low key and on Christmas the
Christians prepare vermicelli Morrocan style for the
Muslim neighbors (aka pretty much everyone in
Fatick).
I was also given the opportunity to visit my families
village, Mbedit! The family was so welcoming, and
everyday there was some new celebration or event
going on.
Finally, I went up north to Linguere for NYE, to visit the
two volunteers spending their year in Linguere. I saw
camels, attempted milking a cow, and drank lots of café
touba.
PHOTOS:
(Top) Village = Ngaiyokhem, During the Harvest
in November
(Bottom) Village = Mbedit, Post Harvest in
December
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PHOTOS:
L= Fatou and Mohammad at the Tailleur
R= My Siblings looking at their new baby sister getting her head shaved as part of the baby naming ceremony/ baptism

BO JAF LAKAS (See
you/ until next time) –
HANNAH TENING

